AMENDMENT
TO RULES COMMITTEE PRINT 115–70
OFFERED BY MR. FOSTER OF ILLINOIS

At the end of subtitle E of title XVI, add the following new section:

SEC. 16. REPORT ON COUNTERMEASURES TEST PROGRAM.

Not later than 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Director of the Missile Defense Agency shall submit to the congressional defense committees a report on the status of the countermeasures test program. The report shall include an evaluation and response to the 2010 report by the JASON Defense Advisory Panel titled “MDA Discrimination”, numbered JSR-10.620, with regard to the recommendations of that report on forming a countermeasures test program through an independent agency to—

(1) challenge the countermeasure efforts of the Missile Defense Agency;

(2) design countermeasures for the Missile Defense Agency;

(3) simulate such countermeasures against the national missile defense; and
(4) as appropriate, in cooperation with the Director, build and test countermeasures in intercept flight tests.